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Abstract

This paper presents a new multi-scale geometric detail enhancement approach for time-varying surfaces. We first
develop an adaptive spatio-temporal bilateral filter, which produces temporally-coherent and feature-preserving multi-
scale representation for the time-varying surfaces. We then extract the geometric details from the time-varying sur-
faces, and enhance geometric details by exaggerating detail information at each scale across the time-varying surfaces.
Our approach can process mesh sequences with consistent connections or point sequences with unconstructed point
set. In addition, as applications, based on the developed multi-scale surface representation and detail enhancement
operators, we present geometric detail transfer, space-time morphing, and local regions detail enhancement for the
time-varying surface.

Keywords: Time-varying surfaces, Adaptive spatio-temporal filter, Detail enhancement, Surface decomposition,
Multi-scale representation

1. Introduction

Time-varying surfaces have been widely used in computer games, 3D animated films and medical data visualiza-
tion. Many approaches have been proposed to reconstruct and edit the time-varying surfaces[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Although
most of the existing methods successfully capture or manipulate the motion of the time-varying surfaces, in practice,
many of them ignore the existence of the true surface detail. In this paper, by building a multi-scale representation
and extracting the geometry details for the time-varying surfaces, we develop a novel geometry detail enhancement
approach for editing the time-varying surfaces.

The manipulation of detail enhancement for time-varying surfaces requires three main building blocks:

— a smoothing operator to generate successively smoother and feature preserving approximation levels of the input
time-varying surfaces, and

— a decomposition operator to extract the detail level between the successive approximation levels of the time-
varying surfaces, and

— an enhancement operator to adaptively exaggerate the extracted detail coefficient for generating the final detail
enhancement results.

Comparing with multi-scale geometric detail enhancement for static models [7], time-varying surfaces have an
additional temporal dimension, which leads to a much larger data set and some new technical challenges. Firstly, it is
difficult to build an effective filter for computing a feature-preserving and temporally coherent multi-scale representa-
tion for the time-varying surfaces, especially for the point-sampled surfaces that usually do not hold the point-to-point
correspondence between adjacent surfaces. Secondly, it needs to produce spatio-temporally detail enhancement resu-
lts without exaggerating the basic geometry shape as much as possible. Finally, for time-varying surfaces, the amount
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of data is usually much larger compared with the single static object, the efficiency is one of the major performance
bottlenecks needing to be addressed.

In this paper, we develop a novel adaptive spatio-temporal bilateral filter to generate successive smooth scale levels
of the input time-varying surfaces. The spatio-temporal bilateral filter is a function that adaptively integrates both the
spatial and temporal neighbours at each point, and can produce feature-preserving and temporally coherent multi-scale
representation for time-varying surfaces. Furthermore, the filter does not depend on the topology connections of the
points of the time-varying surfaces, thus, it can be applied for both regular mesh sequences and point-sampled surface
sequences. To reconstruct the final exaggerated shape, we build an adaptive detail enhancement operator, which results
in a spatio-temporal smooth enhancement results. With the multi-scale presentation and detail exaggeration operators,
our method can easily be extended to develop geometric detail transfer, space-time morphing, and local regions detail
enhancement for the time-varying surfaces.

The main contributions are as follows:

• Develop an adaptive spatio-temporal bilateral filter to produce multi-scale representation for time-varying sur-
faces.

• Develop a temporally coherent geometric detail enhancement operator for time-varying surfaces.

• Present geometry detail transfer, space-time morphing, and local-region detail enhancement operators for time-
varying surfaces.

2. Related Work

Movie and digital effects production involve heavy use of time-varying surfaces. In recent years, significant ad-
vances have been made in developing methods to acquire and model the time-varying surfaces. Using range scanning
techniques such as structured light [8, 9] and space-time stereo [10, 11], it is now possible to perform high-quality
capture of detailed 3D geometry at close to video frame rates. Many approaches have been proposed to reconstruct
deforming geometry for the acquired time-varying point clouds [12, 13, 3, 4]. Once the time-varying surfaces have
been generated, these data can be altered to adapt to other uses, for example, taking cloth captured from a flapping
flag and attaching it to a character to make a cape. Several methods [1, 2, 5] have been developed to edit or reuse
the existing time-varying surfaces, more methods refer to [3, 5]. In this paper, however, we focus on the multi-scale
representation and detail enhancement for time-varying surfaces.

Multi-scale surface representation provides a set of surface approximations for extracting the geometry details at
different levels of smoothness [7]. Based on the implicit surface definition, Pauly et al.[7] proposed a weighted least
squares approximation for the static point-sampled geometry, and produced a multi-scale representation by computing
a series of approximation at successively higher levels of smoothness. By using mean-curvature flow filtering Digne
et al.[14] decomposed each scan data into a smooth base and a height function as well for multi-scan mergence.
However, smoothing operators based on diffusion or the least squares projection operation [7] are approximate low-
pass filters which are not effective for extracting the geometry detail. Xiao et al.[15] used the B-spline surface to
build multi-scale surfaces for the static point-sampled geometry, while this method has to perform parameterization
to constructing the approximation surfaces.

Once the multi-scale representation and geometry details have been generated, higher-level editing semantics al-
lows surface modifications at different detail scales. After obtaining the multi-scale representation for point-sampled
geometry, Pauly et al.[7] implemented multi-scale free-form surface deformation, filtering, enhancement, and mor-
phing operation on the point-sampled geometry. Xiao et al.[15] used the B-spline surface approximations to extract
geometry details for detail transfer, however, B-spline surface can not effectively extract the details because of the
approximation accuracy. Based on the surface Laplacian representation, as an application of the presented frame-
work, Sorkine et al.[16] developed a geometry detail transfer algorithm. Using the transfer functions defined in the
frequency domain for the static point set surface, Miao et al.[17] extracted high frequency geometric detail from the
point set for detail-preserving editing.

Recently, a related work on facial performance enhancement [18] also decomposed facial models into both low-
and high-frequency components by mean-curvature flow filtering. However, their method utilized details from ana-
lyzing an existing high-resolution expression database to enhance the input low-resolution facial animation.
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To work on the multi-scale geometric detail enhancement for time-varying surfaces, we need to design an efficient
and effective filter for time-varying surfaces. Schall et al.[19] presented a non-local denoising method for time-
varying range data. This method computed the resemblance of two points on the surface not only utilizing their local
properties (position or normal) but also comparing the region of the surface surrounding the vertices. Although this
method can produce feature-preserving filtering results for time-varying range data, non-local neighborhood filtering
is a time-consuming process.

The bilateral filter [20] is a non-linear filter that replaces each pixel value with a weighted average of the neigh-
boring pixel values, with weights respecting distances in both position and color. With small spatial extent it is an
effective way to denoise, and with large spatial extent it is used for decomposing the image into base and detail lay-
ers. Bilateral filter have been widely used in image and video processing [21], including multi-scale image detail
enhancement [22], video enhancement [23]. Bilateral filter also have been extend to 3D geometry for triangular mesh
filtering [24, 25]. Inspired by the bilateral filter, in this paper, we present a spatio-temporal bilateral filter to produce
spatio-temporally coherent multi-scale presentation for the time-varying surfaces.

3. Detail enhancement for static model

For static models, our geometric detail enhancement system is composed of two stages: multi-scale representation
and detail enhancement (see figure 1). In the first stage we compute a multi-scale decomposition for the input model
and extract the detail levels. Subsequently we combine the exaggerated detail levels with the smoothed base surface
to generate the detail enhanced output geometry.

3.1. Multi-scale representation
Fleishman et al.[24] extended the image bilateral filtering [20] to filter 3D meshes. More specially, let p be a

vertex on mesh M with normal n, by moving the vertex p along its normal n with a offset D, the filtering results can
be obtained. The offset D is computed using the following geometry bilateral filter:

Dp =

∑
q∈N(p)

Gσr (
∥∥∥p − q

∥∥∥)Gσs (
〈
np, B(p, q)

〉
)
〈
np, B(p, q)

〉
∑

q∈N(p)
Gσr (

∥∥∥p − q
∥∥∥)Gσs (

〈
np, B(p, q)

〉
)

(1)

where N(p) is the neighborhood of vertex p, and Gσr (x) = e−x2/2σ2
r is the Gaussian distance function, and Gσs (x) =

e−x2/2σ2
s is the feature-preserving function. The vector notation B(p, q) = p − q, and h =

〈
np, B(p, q)

〉
is the heights

of vertex q over the tangent plane of vertex p. Geometric bilateral filter successfully removes noise from meshes
while preserving features. Note that, in this paper, we compute a vertex’s normal as the normals average of its 1-ring
neighboring triangles for mesh models, and use PCA to estimate the normal of a point for point cloud models.

We employ geometry bilateral filter to compute the multi-scale representation and geometry detail decomposition.
To perform multi-scale bilateral decomposition, we first build a series of filtered surfaces M j( j = 1, . . . , k), M0 = M,
that preserve the strongest features while smoothing small changes in geometry detail. The smoothest surface Mk is
called the base surface of M. The repeated convolution by Gaussian Gσr increases the spatial smoothing at each scale
j and we choose σr, j = 2 j−1σr, j−1, j > 1, where σr,0 = σr, and σr is the radius of the neighborhood of point p. To
make the strong features survive after all subsequent bilateral decomposition iterations, we set σs, j = σs/2 j to reduce
the chance that an edge will be smoothed away in later iterations. We typically set the initial width σs as the standard
deviation of the offsets in the selected neighborhood.

We compute a set of surface detail layers as differences between successive levels of these bilateral filtered models
D j = M j−1 − M j for j = 1, . . . , k, the detail layer D j contains the fine scale changes in geometry detail. Specially, for
each point pi

j−1 ∈ M j−1, we define pi
j−1 = pi

j + di
j · n

i
j−1, where ni

j−1 is the surface normal at pi
j−1 and di

j ∈ D j is a
scalar detail coefficient. Note that no sampling operator is applied in the multi-scale presentation construction, thus,
the number of discrete samples in the original surfaces, is available at all levels, and this shows much advantage in
detail enhancement operation.

As illustrated in figure 1(a) to figure 1(c), by performing a series of geometry bilateral filtering operations on the
input model M, we produce a feature-preserving multi-scale representation of model M with the original, the third
and the fifth scale levels respectively.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 1: Multi-scale representation and geometric detail enhancement. (a) Input model, (b)(c) multi-scale representation with the 3rd and the 5th
scales, respectively, (d)(e) multi-scale detail enhancement using 5 and 8 detail levels, respectively.

Figure 2: Geometry detail enhancement comparison. Left: Input Armadillo model, middle and right are multi-scale detail enhancement results of
[7] and our method, respectively.

3.2. Multi-scale geometric detail enhancement

The main idea of geometric detail enhancement is to exaggerate each detail layer D j, and the enhanced geometric
detail Denhanced is constructed as a weighted sum of the input different detail layers D j. Then by adding the exaggerated
detail Denhanced back to the base surface Mk we receive the final result. This process can be described as follows:

Menhanced = Mk + Denhanced (2)

where the item Denhanced is defined as the weighted sum of the detail layer {D j} :

Denhanced =
∑k

j=1
β j · D j, (3)

and β j = (1.2) j − 0.5 is the incremental exaggerating factor which gives the enhancement with small values for the
first several scale levels, as there are relatively large noise in these detail levels. While the subsequent detail levels
will obtain larger exaggerating factors since these levels contain less noise.

For each point pi on surface M, the enhanced point is:

penhanced,i = pi
k +

∑k

j=1
β j · di

j · n
i
j−1 (4)

Note that in each scale, ni
j−1 is the normal computed on the multi-scale surface M j−1.

When adding the exaggerated Denhanced back to the base surface Mk, the global shape of model M keeps unchanged,
while the local geometry details have been enhanced. Figure 1 and figure 2 give the multi-scale geometric detail
enhancement results of the static Planck and Armodillo models. In figure 1, Max Planck is a mesh model, figure 1(d)
and 1(e) are the multi-scale geometry detail enhancement results by exaggerating 5, 8 detail levels, respectively. The
geometric detail of the model is enhanced, while the global shape is kept for the model.
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Figure 3: Velocity vectors estimation. The top row gives 4 frames in the time-varying surfaces, and the bottom row gives the corresponding velocity
vectors for each frame.

4. Detail enhancement for time-varying surfaces

To perform geometric detail enhancement for time-varying surfaces, similar as the processing of the static model,
we first build a multi-scale representation for the time-varying surfaces and then extract the time-varying detail levels.
When we apply the geometric bilateral filter to each frame individually, we could obtain the satisfactory result for each
static frame. However the whole time-varying surfaces may not keep time-coherent. To obtain spatio-temporal co-
herent and feature-preserving multi-scale representation, we develop an adaptive spatio-temporal filter in this section.
Then the enhancement results can be obtained by exaggerating the extracted geometric detail layers.

We use the following terminology for time-varying surfaces. Let P = (P1, P2, . . . , PT ) be the time-varying surfaces
with a sequence of T surfaces, where Pt ∈ <

3N is the tth frame surface with nt points, and the number of points nt

in each surface Pt may be different. Each point p in P can be denoted as p(x, y, z, t), and we refer to the index t as
“time”.

To build a spatio-temporal bilateral filter, it is important to find the temporally neighboring points for each point pi
t

on the tth frame Pt. For the time-varying surfaces that do not hold the point to point correspondence between adjacent
surfaces, we employ the surface velocity vector to estimate the points correspondence. Inspired by the dynamic feature
tracking methods [26], we employ the motion estimation to compute velocity vector ~ui

t for each point pi
t. Then based

on ~ui
t, we compute its corresponding point on next frame. The velocity vector computation for each point is based

on normal constancy assumption, that is, for the corresponding (temporally neighboring) points, the deviation from
normal constancy is minimal. To process time-varying surfaces with noises, we apply the multi-scale velocity flow
method [26] for robust velocity flow computing. In figure 3, we present a velocity vector ~u result on the time-varying
surfaces. With ~u, for each point in Pt, we can find its nearest point in Pt+1, which will be used in the adaptive spatio-
temporal filter for integrating enough points for filtering. The velocity vector computing can be accelerated using the
multi-grid method [26].

4.1. Adaptive spatio-temporal filter

We develop a spatio-temporal bilateral filter to produce spatio-temporally coherent and feature-preserving results
for time-varying surfaces. This filter is built on both the spatial and temporal neighborhood, and adapts to its surround-
ings to find enough points in the presence of motion. For a single point, the contribution of the temporal neighbor
to the filtering operation is determined by the dissimilarity value of the temporal neighborhood. Nevertheless, if it
does not find enough similar points to achieve the desired temporally coherent surfaces, it reduces to a spatial bilateral
filter. Like Yee et al.[27, 23], we exploit the psychophysical phenomenon that in areas of motion, the human visual
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Figure 4: Multi-scale representation and detail enhancement for time-varying surfaces. First row: Input time-varying surfaces, second row: multi-
scale filtering results by filtering each frame individually, third rows: multi-scale filtering results using adaptive spatial-temporal filter, fourth and
fifth rows: multi-scale detail enhancement results using 6 levels and 9 detail levels, respectively.

system’s ability to perceive high frequencies is reduced. Thus, in areas with insufficient temporal information due to
motion, we can transition to spatial filtering.

To define the spatio-temporal bilateral filter, in the filtering process, we expect that points (neighborhoods) from
distant frames contribute less to the new point position. Let c be the index of the current frame, we introduce the
temporal distance factor φdt = exp(−| t − c |2/1.5) which weights the contribution of the frame Pt, the frame Pt

further from the current frame contributes less to the smooth solution.
Additionally, we expect points (neighborhoods) from frames with higher motion variation contribute less to a

smooth solution and should have a lower weight. For a point pi
c on frame Pc, we defined Nst(pi

c) as its spatio-temporal
neighborhood in P, that is, Nst(pi

c) not only contain the neighboring points on Pc, but contain neighboring points
on the neighboring frames of Pc. Inspired by the Laplacian coordinate defined in [16], we define the spatio-temporal
Laplacian coordinate ∆(pi

c) = pi
c−

1
di

∑
p∈Nst

p for pi
c, where degree di of pi

c is the number of the points in Nst. The spatio-

temporal Laplacian coordinate is invariant under surface translation, but is sensible to surface deformation and linear
transformation. We define the motion variation weighting factor for frame Pt from Pc as φst = exp(−∆2

t /Ave{∆}2),
where ∆t is the average value of the spatio-temporal Laplacian coordinates of the points on Pt, and Ave{∆}2 is the
average value of the spatio-temporal Laplacian coordinates of points on the neighboring s frames (we set s = 2 in our
experiments) around current frame Pc.
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By combining all elements, we come to construct multi-scale representation Pc, j (frame Pc in the jth scale) for
the frame Pc. For a point pi

c on frame Pc, we defined Ns(pi
c) as its spatial neighborhood in Pc. We determine the

smoothed point position for pi
c, j ∈ Pc, j as

pi
c, j+1 = pi

c, j +
∑
‖t−c‖≤ω

φdtφstΨt · ni
c, j (5)

where the ω is a constant, in our experiment, we set ω = 2. The function Ψ is defined as the combination of a temporal
bilateral filter and a spatial bilateral filter:

Ψt =


Gσr (

∥∥∥pi
c, j − pi

t, j

∥∥∥) ·Gσs (D(pi
c, j, pi

t, j)) · D(Pi
c, j, P

i
t, j), if (t , c);

∑
ql∈Ns(pi

c, j)
Gσr (

∥∥∥pi
c, j − ql

∥∥∥) ·Gσs (
〈
npi

c, j
, pi

c, j − ql
〉
) ·

〈
npi

c, j
, pi

c, j − ql
〉
, if (t = c).

(6)

Inspired by the non-local filtering method in [19], we define the dissimilarity measure D(pi
c, j, pi

t, j) between point pi
c, j

and corresponding pi
t, j (in frame t) in the temporal direction as the weighted distance sum of their corresponding

neighborhood Ns(pi
c, j) on Pc and Ns(pi

t, j) on Pt:

D(pi
c, j, pi

t, j) =

∑
qi

c, j∈Ns(pi
c, j)

∑
qi

t, j∈Ns(pi
t, j)

Gσe (
〈
nqi

c, j
, qi

c, j − qi
t, j
〉
)
〈
nqi

c, j
, qi

c, j − qi
t, j
〉

∑
qi

c, j∈Ns(pi
c, j)

∑
qi

t, j∈Ns(pi
t, j)

Gσe (
〈
nqi

c, j
, qi

c, j − qi
t, j
〉
)

(7)

which makes the filtered results more smooth in the temporal direction and more immune from the noise disturbing.
The corresponding pi

t, j for pi
c, j is computed based on the velocity vector ~u, and σe is the standard deviation of the

offsets between the points in the two neighborhoods from the cth and the tth frames.
For a static point, the value of φst is relative large, the function Ψt works more like a temporal bilateral filter, which

is computed on the temporal neighborhoods dissimilarity D(pi
c, j, pi

t, j). However, for the regions with high motion, if it
does not find enough similar points to achieve the desired temporally coherent surfaces, it transitions more to a spatial
bilateral filter, here φst is a relative small value.

Our approach does not necessarily need to compensate for motion between frames as the similarity of the whole
temporal neighborhood is evaluated. If the motion is high, the similarity of the whole neighborhood will be low and
it will contribute little to the new point position. In this way, our approach automatically accounts for scene changes,
and effectively filters the time-varying surfaces with dynamic feature preserved well.

In figure 4, we give multi-scale representation for mesh face surfaces. As shown in the accompanying video, the
multi-scale representation generated through frame by frame method shows jitter artifacts, and the features are not
preserved well. Our method produces spatio-temporally coherent and feature-preserving results.

4.2. Multi-scale detail enhancement

To perform detail enhancement for time-varying surfaces, on one hand, similar to detail enhancement manipulation
for static model, the results can be received by exaggerating the detail at each scale, and combine each enhanced scale
with the base surfaces. On the other hand, time-varying enhancement faces many challenges. Besides bringing out
hidden details that are barely noticeable in time-varying surfaces, it also needs to make the enhanced results spatio-
temporally coherent. We propose a multi-scale temporally coherent enhancement method to meet these challenges.

To enhance the geometric details of the time-varying surfaces P, we need first to extract the geometric details of
P. One strategy is that once we have computed the multi-scale representation Pc, j of the input time-varying surfaces
P using the proposed spatio-temporal bilateral filter, then we compute the detail Dc, j of the frame Pc as Dc, j =

Pc, j−1 − Pc, j. Although the computed base surfaces PBase are temporally coherent, if the input surfaces P are not
temporally coherent (for example, jittering time-varying surfaces), the extracted detail sequence (D1, j,D2, j, ...,DT, j)
computed in this way will not be temporally coherent, as illustrated in figure 5 (c). If we add these exaggerated details
onto the base surfaces, it will results in jittering results, in figure 5 (d).
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Figure 5: Multi-scale filtering and enhancement. The jittering 1-dimensional signals (a) are filtered by single frame multi-scale filtering (b) and
temporally coherent multi-scale filtering (c), respectively. The enhancement results (d) and (e) are generated by combining the scaled details (green
part) of (c) and the scaled details (green part) of (b) with the temporally coherent base signals (blue part) of (c).

We adopt another strategy to address this problem. We construct the multi-scale representation Pc, j for each frame
Pc individually (without using the temporal neighbors), and each frame is filtered by the bilateral filter using the same
filter parameters, as filtering the static surface described in section 3. Then we extract the multi-scale detail Dc, j for
each frame Pc. The detail sequence (D1, j,D2, j, ...,DT, j) computed in this way is more temporally coherent than the
counterpart of the first strategy, as illustrated in figure 5 (b). Finally by adding the spatio-temporally weighted detail
levels on the spatio-temporally coherent base surfaces PBase, we can receive better enhancement results, in figure 5
(e).

More specially, our detail enhancement algorithm is designed to enhance detail by combining detail information
adaptively across the input time-varying surfaces. We generate the enhanced output for surface Pc as:

Penhanced
c = PBase

c + β · Denhanced
c , 0 < β ≤ 1,

where Denhanced
c maximizes the detail Dc, j at each scale j of surface Pc, across the detail layers Dt, j of neighboring

surfaces Pt of Pc. We set parameter β = 0.9 to make the balance between the geometry detail and the base surfaces.
Our goal in building Denhanced

c is to maximize the smaller changes in geometric detail while minimizing large
jumps in geometry detail layer to receive smooth results. To generate temporal-coherent exaggerated details for time-
varying surfaces, we compute Denhanced

c as a weighted sum of the detail layers of those surfaces that located around
the surface Pc. More specially, we enhance each point by combining the details of points in Ns(pi

c, j) and the details of
the temporal-neighboring points, which is described as:

PEnhanced,i
c = PBase,i

c + β ·
∑k

j=1
φ j

∑
‖t−c‖<ω

φdtφstξt, (8)
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where

ξt =


wi

t, jd
i
t, jn

i
t, j i f (t , c)∑

pl
c∈Ns(pi

c)
wl

c, jd
l
c, jn

l
c, j i f (t = c)

Here, φst and φdt are defined as the same in equation 5, and dl
t, j and nl

t, j are the detail value and normal of point pl
t, j in

scale j. The incremental exaggerating factor φ j = (1.2) j − 0.5 is set for jth scale level. We give relatively small value
for the first several detail levels, as in the first several iterations, the surfaces usually contain relatively large noises,
these detail levels should contribute less to the final results to produce spatio-temporal smooth enhancement results.

Since we wish to maximize small changes in geometry detail layer, we define the weight wi
t, j to reward points with

large di
t, j. The weight wi

t, j is computed as wi
t, j = gσs ∗ e(|di

t, j |−ci
t, j), where gσs is Gaussian convolution, and σs is defined

in the same way as in equation 6. However, remnants of strong features may appear in the detail layer captured by the
bilateral filter. To reduce the effect of such remnants, the term ci

t, j penalizes points containing such features, which is
defined by ci

t, j = di
t, j − (

∑
pl

t∈Ns(pi
t)

dl
t, j)/deg(pi

t), where deg(pi
t) denotes the degree of point pi

t.

In figure 4, we give multi-scale representation geometric detail enhancement for time-varying animated face. With
the proposed enhancement operator, our method produces a spatio-temporal coherent detail enhancement results.

5. Applications

We apply the proposed multi-scale representation and detail enhancement approach to the following applications,
geometric detail transfer, local regions detail enhancement and space-time morphing.

5.1. Detail transfer for static models
Based on the multi-scale representation and the geometric detail extraction operator, it is convenient to transfer

the geometric detail from the source model to the target model.
We focus on geometric detail transfer between two arbitrary homeomorphically parameterized surface patches.

Assuming that the detail of the source model M is to be transferred to the target model Q. Given that Mk, Qs are the
multi-scale base surfaces of M and Q respectively and that the multi-scale geometric detail of M is

∑k
j=1 D j = M−Mk.

Then the model Q̃ = Qs +
∑k

j=1 D j presents a new surface with the basic outline of model Q and the high-frequent
multi-scale geometric details of M. Thus the multi-scale geometric details transfer is achieved. If we exaggerate
the multi-scale geometry details of the source model M, the enhanced geometry detail transfer can be obtained by
following the formula Q′ = Qs +

∑k
j=1 W jD j. As the models M, Q usually have different number of point, and do

not have correspondence between these two point set. In practice, sometimes it is desirable to transfer the geometric
detail of source surface to special region on the target model. To address these problems, we apply the constrained
surface parameterization and geometry transfer techniques presented in [28] to build the correspondence.

Figure 6 illustrates the multi-scale geometric detail transfer results. Note that the features of the source model are
transferred to the corresponding parts of the target model. In the bottom row of figure 6, we interactively extract the
head part of the bunny as the target surface, and transfer the details of Mannequin to the face of the bunny model.
Note to keep the result continuous on the boundary of the face part of the bunny, we blend between enhanced and
un-enhanced regions around the boundary regions of bunny face using a smooth fall-off function [15].

5.2. Detail transfer for time-varying surfaces
To perform detail transfer for time-varying surfaces, we extract the geometric detail of a static source model, and

transfer the details to the target time-varying surfaces P. When transferring the geometry detail of M to each frame
Pi, to keep the results temporally coherent, similar to the geometric detail enhancement for time-varying surfaces, we
employ the weighted sum of the transferred detail layers of those surfaces Pt located around the current surface Pi.
In figure 7, we present multi-scale detail transfer results for time-varying surfaces. we apply bi-directional correspon-
dence propagation method to build the mapping between the source model and each frame of the animated faces. We
filter the animated face for 3 times to receive the base surfaces, and filter Max Planck for 4 and 8 times, respectively, to
extract the detail levels, which results different detail transferring, as shown in the second row and third row of figure
7. Using our presented method, the geometry details of the source model is effectively transferred to the time-varying
surfaces, and the transferred result keeps temporal-coherent.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6: Multi-scale detail transfer for static model. (a) Source model, (b) target model, (c), (d) are the results of multi-scale geometric detail
transfer.

5.3. Local detail enhancement for specifical region

The detail enhancement methods in previous sections are the global enhancement operation, that is, our system
automatic extracted the detail layers of the whole model. Sometimes, we would like to enhance special regions on
the time-varying surfaces. In this situation, we can select these regions interactively or detect these regions by special
features, then perform detail enhancement on these specified regions. In figure 8, we select the animated head region
of the time-varying surfaces, and enhance its detail more significantly than other regions and receive a cartoon-like
result. Note that to produce spatio-temporally continuous results, we need to perform detail enhancement transition
between the head regions and its neighboring regions that receive less enhancement.

5.4. Space-time morphing

Based on the proposed detail transfer technique for time-varying surfaces, we come to space-time morphing,
that is, the geometry detail of source model M are transferred to the target time-varying surfaces P gradually. The
operations can be accomplished by a linear blend of geometric detail of the source model M and each frame Pi of P
according to the surface propagation order t.

We first build the correspondence mapping for M to each frame Pi of time-varying surfaces P. Then we compute
the multi-scale representation MK and PK for model M and P, respectively, and extract the multi-scale geometry detail
DM and DP for M and P. A linear space-time blend of the two surfaces (M and Pt) can then be obtained using:

pt,i(t) = pbase
t,i + (

t
T
· di +

T − t
T
· dt,i) · nt,i (9)

Where T is the number of total frames in the time-varying surfaces P, dt,i is the geometry detail coefficient of point
pbase

t,i in base surface Pbase
t , nt,i is the normal at point Pbase

t,i , and di is the detail coefficient of a point on M that is
mapped to Pbase

t,i . Using these techniques, the geometric detail of source model M can be transferred to each surface
frame of P gradually according to the surface moving order, which results into a space-time morphing result.

Multi-scale space-time morphing can be performed by adding multi-scale detail blending results to the base surface
of P. Note that to keep the morphing results temporal-coherent, similar as the detail transfer for time-varying surfaces,
we employ the weighted sum of the detail coefficients of those surfaces that located around the current surface Pi.
Figure 9 shows a space-time morphing result generated using our method, the detail of model Max Planck is gradually
transferred to the animated face surfaces. In this example, we extract 4 and 2 detail levels from Max Planck and
animated face, respectively.
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Figure 7: Detail enhancement for time-varying surfaces. The top row is the source model. And the second row shows the input time-varying
surfaces. While the third and the fourth rows are the multi-scale detail transfer results with different enhancing coefficients for the time-varying
surfaces.

6. Results and discussion

In this section, we present experimental results generated using the proposed method, limitation of the presented
approach are also given. We also compare our algorithm to previous methods on performance and quality for detail
enhancement on static model. Our approach is implemented using C++ on a machine equipped with Pentium(R)
Dual-Core CPU E5200@2.50GHz with 2GB RAM.

In figure 2, we give another example of multi-scale detail enhancement for a static model, and present comparison
results with [7]. Based on the implicit surface definition [29], Pauly et al. [7] proposed a multi-scale weighted least
squares approximation for the point-sampled geometry, this method works well for multi-scale representation of point
model. However, it is computational expensive, to perform one filtering for the model with 240,002 points, it takes
[29] about 13 seconds, while bilateral filtering only takes 1.5seconds. Another feature of method [7] is that implicit
surface definition [29] does not preserve the features well, thus, the extracted detail may contain remnants of strong
features. When exaggerating the model using the extracted detail, large model deformation results may be generated
for some regions, as shown in figure 2, the fingers are becoming larger using [7]. However, our method keeps the
shape of the fingers and enhance the details of other regions.

In figure 10 and figure 12, we give more multi-scale representation and geometry detail enhancement results for
time-varying surfaces. In figure 10, we enhance the wrinkles of the clothes of a dancing lady, the result is more
natural. Figure 12 is a mesh morphing sequences, we combine 5 level exaggerated geometry details to produce the
final results and obtain spatio-temporally continuous results.

In figure 11, we enhance the time-varying surfaces captured by MS Kinect. The captured surfaces are jittering and
contain heavy noises, and the geometry features and details are seriously destroyed. Even filtering the surfaces using
the proposed spatio-temporal bilateral filter, the geometry features and details are still not well recovered. By using
our detail enhancement method, however, the geometry features and details are effectively recovered, furthermore, the
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Figure 8: Top row: Input time-varying man-march sequence, bottom row: significant detail enhancement of the selected head region, other regions
with less enhancements.

jittering artifacts are alleviated.
For the time-varying surfaces in figure 4, figure 8, figure 10 and figure 11, the sizes of the data are 23, 725 × 50,

40, 002 × 50, 39, 878 × 59 and 60, 964 × 100, respectively. Note that number of points in each frame is the average
number of points in these frames. It takes our method about 14, 24, 28 and 68 seconds, for one filtering operation for
these data set, respectively. it takes about 15, 21, 24 and 62 seconds to perform the enhancing operator for 6 detail
levels, respectively. The times for computing the velocity vector ~u are about 52, 75, 82 and 132 seconds for these data
set, respectively.

Limitations: In our current detail transfer results, we only transfer the detail of a static model to time-varying
surfaces. Our current algorithm can not transfer the geometry detail of time-varying surfaces to target time-varying
surfaces, which is challenging since it is difficult to build the corresponding mapping between the source and target
time-varying surfaces with different surface frames. Another problem is that although our filtering and enhancement
methods can alleviate the jittering artifacts, for input time-varying surfaces with heavy jittering, the jittering artifacts
still cannot be removed completely, as shown in figure 11. Processing surface sequences with heavy jittering is a very
hard problem, which requires further sophisticated investigation.

7. Conclusion and future work

This paper has presented a new multi-scale detail enhancement approach for time-varying surfaces. By developing
an adaptive spatio-temporally bilateral filter, we efficiently obtain the multi-scale representation for the time-varying
surfaces. By exaggerating the geometry detail at each scale and combining the exaggerated detail we receive the
geometric detail enhancement results. In addition, our system provides several applications such as geometric detail
transfer, geometric detail morphing and local regions based detail enhancement for time-varying surfaces.

In the future, one interesting direction is the edge-aware details enhancement. That is, we enhance the time-
varying object according to the features/edge distribution of the time-varying object. Another interesting direction is,
the user deform the base surfaces of the time-varying surfaces, and then add the enhanced detail modifications to the
deformed base surfaces for editing time-varying surfaces.
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Figure 9: Space-time morphing. The detail of the source model is transferred to the target time-varying surfaces gradually.
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Figure 11: Multi-scale representation and geometry detail enhancement for captured time-varying surfaces using Kinect. First row: input time-
varying surfaces, second rows: multi-scale filtering results using adaptive spatial-temporal filter, third rows: multi-scale detail enhancement results.

Figure 12: Multi-scale detail enhancement for time-varying surfaces. Top row is the input time-varying surfaces, and bottom row is the geometric
detail enhancement results.
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